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Answers

Work sheet 1
I. 1. a				
2. c
3. b				
4. c
5. b				
6. c
7. a				
8. b
9. b				10. a
Work sheet 2
II. 1. a				
2. c
3. a				
4. b
5. c				
6. c
7. a				
8. c
9. b				
10. a
11 b				12. c
Work sheet 3
I. 1. Ameet, Vishal and I are headed home now.
2. Give the books to me.
3. Correct.
4. They were concerned for themselves in such a dangerous
situation.
5. He just has to learn that for himself.
6. Correct.
7. Correct.
8. The players are willing to play for free.
9. Correct.
10. He gave himself a treat for being good.
Work sheet 4
Answers may vary
I. 1. Kartik hurt himself when climbing the tree.
2. Peter and I helped each other finish our homework.
3. I enjoyed myself at the swings today.
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4. Did she make herself a tasty milkshake?
5. The wild monkey looked at itself in the mirror.
6. Thompson and Thomson smiled at each other.
7. We’re meeting each other at the railway station.
8. During the class, Jane and Mary were talking to each
other.
9. Correct.
10. We need to cooperate with one another/each other.
Work sheet 5
I. 1. Everything				2. Many
3. None					4. Somebody
5. Few
II.

1. yours				
3. Yours; mine			
5. My; hers				
7. Ours				
9. its					

2. my; Mine
4. her
6. their
8. Mine
10. hers

Work sheet 6
I. 1. a					
2. a
3. c					
4. a
5. a					
6. b
7. a/b					
8. a
9. b					10. c
Work sheet 7
Answers may vary
I.
1. This					
2. Those
3. These				
4. this
5. These/Those			
6. that
7. these/those				
8. those/these
9. These/those			
10. Those
11. That				12. These/those
13. This
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Work sheet 8
I.
1. a					
3. a					
5. the					
7. the					
9. an					

2. the
4. the
6. The
8. the
10. an

II. Answers may vary
1. painting
2. play/movie
3. elderly/agreeable
4. cute/big/large/small
5. hour
6. aunt/uncle
7. ice cream/idli
8. nicest/tallest/shortest/meanest
Work sheet 9
Answers may vary
I.
1. lazy				
3. patient			
5. proud			
7. rude			
9. organized			
11. dark/dangerous		
13. talented/skilled		
15. delicious
Work sheet 10
I.
1. bigger			
3. most interesting		
5. most poisonous		
7. more expensive		
9. worse			
11. brighter			
13. highest			
15. easier.

2. jealous
4. friendly
6. talented
8. smart
10. kind
12. crunchy/delicious
14. old/wild/untamed

2. more beautiful
4. longer
6. better
8. richest
10. cleverest
12. most boring
14. more expensive
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Work sheet 11
I.
1. Our class must also write an essay.
2. I was only joking about putting a lizard in her shoe.
3. Did you both enjoy the trip?
4. My grandmother hardly ever watches TV.
5. He carefully composes his email.
6. The children play cricket in the garden.
7. We went to the theatre yesterday. /Yesterday, we went to
the theatre.
8. Aditya almost fell off the bike yesterday.
9. Her uncle will probably buy her some sweets.
10. My cousin is definitely moving to Singapore soon.
Work sheet 12
I.
1. How				
2. When
3. When			
4. Where
5. How				
6. When
7. How				
8. Where
9. How				10. How
Work sheet 13
I.
1. b; Adverb			
3. b; Adverb			
5. a; Adjective			
7. a; Adjective			
9. a; Adjective			

2. a; Adjective
4. b; Adjective
6. a; Adjective
8. b; Adverb
10. b; Adverb

Work sheet 14
Answers may vary
I.
1. Anita and I rarely/seldom go out for coffee together.
2. Neha usually has ice cream for dessert.
3. I hardly ever/seldom/rarely drive my car to work.
4. My sister always eats vegetables.
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5. It never rains here in the summer.
6. We usually/often take the dog off his leash at the beach.
7. My sister hardly/seldom/rarely takes a day off school.
8. My parents and I often/frequently take vacations
together.
9. Varun seldom/hardly/rarely gets to visit his cousins.
10. I never went to college.
Work sheet 15
I.
1. Since			
2. until
3. that				
4. while
5. as				
6. Unless
7. Although			
8. if
9. because			
10. because
11. but				12. until
13. either, or			
14. but
15. or
Work sheet 16
I.
1. b				
2. d
3. a				
4. c
5. d				
6. b
7. b				
8. c
9. b				10. c
Work sheet 17
I. Answers may vary
1. through; into			
2. on
3. through; through		
4. by; to
5. to; to				
6. at; into
7. into; up				
8. at; over
9. on				
10. from; in
11. in				12. in
13. at				14. at
15. in
7

Work sheet 18
I.
1. We saw the plane flying over the bridge.
2. Don’t play football inside the house.
3. The dog dug a hole in the ground.
4. Were you asleep when the alarm clock rang?
5. The ball rolled down the hill.
6. The seagull glided over the water.
7. He was proud of his marks in the examination.
8. According to Neeraj, there’s something wrong.
9. I’ll introduce you to them in a minute or two.
10. To whom do these English books belong?
Work sheet 19
I.
1. When I phoned my friends, they were playing cricket
cricket.
2. Yesterday at six I was preparing dinner.
3. The children were playing in the garden when it suddenly
began to rain.
4. I was practising the guitar when my father came home.
5. We weren’t cycling today.
6. While Bhaskar was working in his room, his friends were
swimming in the pool.
7. I tried to tell them the truth but they didn’t listen.
8. What were you doing yesterday?
9. Most of the time we were studying in class.
10. We were eating dinner and discussing our holiday plans.
Work sheet 20
I.
1. I will be working in my office.
2. You will be lying on the bed.
3. He will be waiting for the bus.
4. She will be shopping for new clothes.
5. It will be raining.
6. We will be getting ready to play.
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7. They will be meeting their friends.
8. She will be studying for the exam.
9. He will be exercising at the gym.
10. I will be sleeping.
Work sheet 21
I.
1. By 2011 we will have lived in Delhi for eight years.
2. He will have written an essay by the end of the week.
3. He will have been reading this book for three months by the
end of this week.
4. Will you have finished your homework by next week?
5. We will have been married a year on 25th June.
6. Ted will have had his car for over six months by next Monday.
7. By the time I finally finish studying, I will have been a
student for over ten years.
8. Do you suppose you will have finished by tonight?
9. By the time he gets here, we will have been waiting for him
for an hour.
10. Everything will have been made spotless in time for
the party.
Work sheet 22
I.
1. By the end of the week I will have been working here for
four months.
2. By the end of this month we will have lived together for
six years.
3. By the end of the term she will have studied for nine years.
4. By midnight we will have played this computer game for
forty-eight hours.
5. She has been talking on the phone for the last couple of
hours.
6. They have been looking for me all night long.
7. He has been playing soccer all day long.
8. You’ve been watching TV all the time.
9. He has not slept all morning.
10. Have they been waiting for two hours?
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Work sheet 23
Answers may vary
1. as if				
3. even though			
5. because				
7. until				
9. While				
11. Even if				

2. while
4. Wherever
6. While
8. As soon as
10 so that
12. While

Work sheet 24
Answers may vary
I. Let me introduce you to my dog whose name is Cezane.
2. The book, which is full of useful advice about heartbreak,
changed my life.
3. Mother Goose nursery rhymes, which most children are
familiar with, are rarely terribly profound,
4. The Jolly Jelly, where I eat everyday, is my favourite restaurant.
5. We spoke to a man who was German.
6. I have lost the piggy bank that you had bought for my birthday.
7. He laughs at my mother’s jokes which are never funny.
8. The children that I saw were playing.
9. She lost the hat that she bought last week.
10. I spoke to that man who said he would call me today.
Work sheet 25
Answers may vary
Work sheet 26
Answers may vary
I
1. Garfield doesn’t like Mondays—Principal clause and
I—Subordinate clause
2. I do my homework—Principal clause before I go to bed—
Subordinate clause
3. I need a new pair of shoes—Principal clause
4. Will there be pizza later?—Principal clause
5. none of the students did well—Principal clause Because the
exam was difficult—Subordinate clause
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6. You must call me—Principal clause as soon as you reach—
Subordinate clause
7. I will be in tomorrow—Principal clause I don’t know yet—
Subordinate clause
8. This sentence is a principal clause—Principal clause
9. I might have food poisoning—Principal clause if you cook
dinner—Subordinate clause
10. How much money have you got—Principal clause
11. I am having a lot of trouble passing my driving test—
Principal clause
12. My dog eats them under the kitchen table—Principal clause
who loves pizzas; where he chews with great enthusiasm—
Subordinate clause
Work sheet 27
I.
1. a					
2. c
3. b					
4. c
5. a					
6. c
7. a					
8. a
9. b					10. b
Work sheet 28
Answers may vary
I.
1. Sachin, who is a famous professional sportsperson, is
a cricketer.
2. Although he has a large house in the suburbs, he lives in
a flat in the city.
3. As he works in different cities, he often travels around
the world by aeroplane.
4. He usually sleeps in the train because he works till late in
the office.
5. Because he is an excellent writer, fans love his stories,
and his books sell well.
Work sheet 29
Answers may vary
1. Every week I play an hour long game of squash at the nearby
sports complex.
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2. Glover Stadium is an old stadium without enough seats for
all the fans.
3. I think it will be remarkable when scientists find the cure for
the common cold.
4. Even though the fans are unhappy about the concert ticket
prices, they love the band.
5. There is a species of Monarch butterflies that migrate to
Mexico every year, guided by instinct.
Work sheet 30
1. b					2. c
3. b 				
4. c
5. a					6. a
7. b
Work sheet 31
Answers may vary
I. “TOM!”
No answer.
“TOM!”
No answer.
“What’s gone with that boy, I wonder? You TOM!”
No answer.
The old lady pulled her spectacles down and looked over them
about the room; then she put them up and looked out under
them. She seldom or never looked through them for so small a
thing as a boy; they were her state pair, the pride of her heart,
and were built for “style,” not service--she could have seen
through a pair of stove-lids just as well.
She looked perplexed for a moment, and then said, not fiercely,
but still loud enough for the furniture to hear:
“Well, I lay if I get hold of you I’ll—”
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She did not finish, for by this time she was bending down and
punching under the bed with the broom, and so she needed
breath to punctuate the punches with. She resurrected nothing
but the cat.

“I never did see the beat of that boy!”
She went to the open door and stood in it and looked out
among the tomato vines and “jimpson” weeds that constituted
the garden. No Tom.
So she lifted up her voice at an angle calculated for distance and
shouted: “TOM!”
Work sheet 32
I.
1.He said that he had eaten his lunch.
2. She said that she was studying engineering at the
university.
3. The teacher told the class to pay attention.
4. My mother asked me to buy some cake for her.
5. My father told me to not waste my money.
6. She asked me where the hospital was.
7. My friend told me not to be late the next day.
8. He asked me when the train would reach.
9. His teacher told him to try and do it by himself.
10. She asked me what my favorite sports were.
Work sheet 34
II.
1. I said that that man was not reliable.
2. She told me that my singing was making the children
cry.
3. You said that your bike had skidded to a halt.
4. He said that he had done amazingly well that day.
5. We said that we had watched a terrible movie.
6. She said that she might need some medical help soon.
7. You told me that I could do that ridiculously easy task.
8. I said that I would certainly take care of all
eventualities.
9. He said that he would teach him a lesson to remember
him by.
10. They said that they had put up an unstable building.
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Work sheet 35
I.
1. The teacher told us to read aloud from the book.
Jack’s mother allowed him to sell the family cow.
2. I slept in the lower berth in the train.
Our neighbour gave birth to a baby girl.
3. He nailed a board to hide the broken window.
Whenever I get bored, I watch TV.
4. The wing blew his toupee off.
The sky is a deep colour of blue today.
5. This tape is much better for sealing packages than the other
tape is.
It took him about four hours to fix the hole in the ceiling.
Work sheet 36
An Ode to the Spelling Checker
I have a spelling checker.
It came with my PC.
It plainly marks for my review
Mistakes I cannot see.
I ran this poem through it,
You’re sure real glad to know.
It’s very polished in its way,
My checker told me so.
A checker is a blessing,
It frees you loads of time.
It helps me write all styles to read,
And aides me when I rhyme.
Each phrase composed up on my screen
I trust to be a jewel.
The checker poured over every word.
To check some spelling rule.
Work sheet 37
Before availing checkers
Our spelling might decline,
And if we were lax or have a lapse,
We would be made to whine.
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But now because my spelling
Is checked with such great flair
There are no faults within my sight.
Of none I am aware.
Now spelling does not faze me.
It does not bring a tear.
My papers all do gladden
With rapt words fair to hear.
To write with care is quite a feat
Of which one should be proud.
And we must do the best we can,
So flaws are not allowed.
So you can see why I do praise
Such software for PCs,
And why I break into a verse
By writing once to please.
Revision
I.
1. Adjective			
2. Pronoun
3. Preposition 			
4. Adverb
5. Verb				
6. Noun
7. Verb				
8. Interjection
9. Conjunction			
10. Preposition
11. Adverb				12. Adjective
13. Verb				14. Preposition
II. Answers may vary
1. If, conjunction			
3. red, adjective			
5. to, preposition			
7. car, noun			
9. bought, verb			
11. about, preposition		
13. but, conjunction		
15. nimble, adjective		
17. not, adverb			
19. actor, noun			

2. just, adverb
4. Ouch, exclamation
6. some, pronoun
8. fixed, verb
10. menacing, adjective
12. them, pronoun
14. president, noun
16. had, verb
18. volunteers, noun
20. driven, verb
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III. 1. c				
2. b
3. b				
4. c
5. a				
6. b
7. b				
8. a
9. a				10. a
IV. 1. whose
2. who
3. that
4. who
5. that
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